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Weapon mastery feats pathfinder

• функції Google Word. The stacking size FAQ says: Size increases and increases effective size: How does the damage work if I have several effects that change my actual size, my effective size and my damage dice? Depending on the size change rules, size changes do not accumulate, so if you have multiple resize effects (for example, an effect is
applied that increases the size in one step and another that increases the size in two steps), only the largest is applied. The same goes for effective size increases (which include damage inflicting as if they were a larger size category than they actually are, their damage matrix type increases in one step, and similar language). They don't stack each other,
they just take the biggest one. However, you can have one of each and they work together (for example, enlarge the person by increasing your actual size to Large and a strike shield by increasing the effective size of your shield in two steps, for a total of 2d6 damage). Improvised Weapon Mastery States: Increases the amount of damage dealt by the
improvised weapon in a step that would fall into the similar language part of the FAQ to increase the effective size. Since shikigami style says: While in this style, you deal damage with improvised weapons as if they were a larger size category. For each style feat you have that lists the Shikigami style as a prerequisite, treat the improvised weapon as a larger
extra size category, up to a maximum of three sizes larger than its actual size. The FAQ clause applies about taking the biggest effective increase in size, and you would take the larger of the two, which will always be the shikigami style, as it will be the same or larger than the improvised gun mastery. For people who don't know the combo, here's the link to
Cartmanbeck's Iron Launcher Guide; all the credit goes to him. The scenario is as follows: the weapon master archetype gains weapons training in lvl 3, and has this benefit: Special: Fighters who have the weapon master archetype can select this feat from the 4th level. The benefits of an weapon master's advanced weapon training options only apply to their
selected weapon instead of all weapons in the same combat weapon group, and you cannot select the weapons specialist's advanced weapons training option. A weapon master can select this feat as an additional feat; If you do, it does not count for the purpose of the requirement that it can be taken at most once for every 5 hunting levels. in lvl 4 choose
Advanced Weapons Training as an additional feat, and in lvl 5 dives into the fighter and gains flexibility The question is whether with Martial Flex. you can take back an advanced advanced Feat training ignoring the 5 lvls clause, despite the fact that you do not get it from the hunting bonus feat, as this implies [...] A weapon master can select this feat as an
additional feat; If you do, it does not count for the purpose of the requirement that it can be taken at most once for every 5 hunting levels. A player of mine is using this and I'm inclined to, if it's illegal, let him play anyway. But I need to know if it's really legal. Thank you in advance! You can turn almost any item into a deadly weapon, from a sharp leg in the
chair to a sack of flour. Prerequisites: Catch Off-Guard or Throw Anything, base attack bonus +8. Benefit: You do not suffer any penalty for using an improvised weapon. Increases the amount of damage dealt by the improvised weapon in one step (for example, 1d4 becomes 1d6) to a maximum of 1d8 (2d6 if the improvised weapon is two-handed). The
improvised weapon has a critical threat range of 19-20, with a critical ×2. Section 15: Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook Copyright Notice. Copyright 2009, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Author: Jason Bulmahn, based on material by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook and Skip Williams. Although most combat techniques are general enough to be categorized as combat
feats, some require such a high level of martial skill that they are instead classified as weapon mastery feats. Weapon mastery feats count as combat feats for all purposes, including classes that can select them as bonus feats, and you get the benefits of a weapon mastery feat only while wielding a weapon belonging to a combat weapon group you've
selected with the Combat Weapon Training Class feature (hereinafter referred to as an appropriate weapon) , and any effect of these attack-related exploits applies only to attacks by such weapons. Characters who lack the function of the weapons training class can access weapon mastery exploits by taking the martial approach feat. There are three exploits
that the vast majority of dungeon masters consider broken, according to this Think DM survey. One of them is Lucky, the only feat that has forbidden me at my table and that I have discussed earlier in this blog (and which in turn generated dozens of contradictory comments, with many people running to their defense. I'll let you read your reasons yourself.
Another is Sharp Shooter, which maybe I'll talk about some other time. The third, and today's theme, is the Grand Master of Arms. It's an interesting feat, for sure... The Player's Manual says: Grand Master of Arms You've learned to put the weight of a weapon in your favor, letting its impulse boost Hits. Gain the following benefits: In your turn, when you score
a critical hit with a melee weapon or reduce a creature to 0 hit points with one, you can do a melee weapon attack as an additional action. Before you a melee attack with a heavy weapon with which you are competent, you can choose to take a penalty of -5 to the attack roll. If the attack strikes, you add +10 to the attack's damage. The concept is simple. You
are a great brave brute who has sacrificed a shield (and an ability modifier to take this feat), in order to do as much damage as possible with each blow of your blade. The first of the two benefits raises few eyebrows... Critical hits are quite rare after all, as are reducing a creature to zero hit points. The second benefit is where the controversy comes into play.
Another 10 damage is massive. If you think a large sword does on average 7 damage, it's a little crazy that there's a feat that allows you to do another 143% of that damage as part of the same attack. It all depends on that modifier -5... but in a game of low ACs and high bonuses to hit, not to mention several potential ways to gain an advantage in your
attacks, is that enough of a penalty to justify that huge haul of damage? Ready to do serious damage... Some math... I'm not going to go super nerdy in this... this is Hipsters &amp; Dragons remember! I have some art house movies to watch with a locally prepared IPA later tonight (ok, the next episode of Vikings, with some cheap Spanish wine...), but we're
going to make some simplified sums. I'm doing this on the go... in other words, I have not yet drawn a definitive conclusion about the feat. Also, math can be of poor quality, so stay alert. Taking as an example a 5th level fighter, let's see how much damage he does using this feat in three combat rounds against an opponent with AC 15, compared to how
much he does without using it. Let's say you already have 18 strength and a +1 sword. His name is Ted. For simplicity, I'm going to rule out how critical hits affect math, and assume there's no advantage in these rolls for now. Without the feat (5th level fighter) Ted has a bonus of +8, which means he needs a 7 to hit AC 15 (70% chance). Deals 2d6 +5
damage per hit (12) and has 6 attacks in three rounds. Therefore, it does 0.7 x 12 x 6 x 50.4 damage in total. With the feat (5th level fighter) With its -5 penalty, Ted now only has a bonus of +3, meaning he needs a 12 to hit (45%). Deals 2d6 + 15 damage per hit (22) for 6 attacks. Therefore, it does 0.45 x 22 x 6 x 59.4 total damage. Hmmmm, it's not too
strong. Only 9 Hit Points difference, and if you decide to increase your Force by 2, instead of choosing this feat, you would have dealt an additional 4.5 hit points in those six attacks. That said, I think the damage exits should be closer, if not With outputs like this it just means that you will choose to use the power almost every time, and reliably get out on top
... Anyway let's run the same example with a 10th level fighter, and assume this time that Ted has an advantage in his attack rolls for one of the three Being the tenth level, Ted now has a +2 sword. Without the feat (10th level fighter) Ted has a hit bonus of +10, which means he needs a 5 to hit AC 15 (80% chance), with an advantage of 96% chance. Makes
2d6 + 6 (13) per hit. So in two rounds it makes 0.8 x 13 x 4 x 41.6, and in the final round 0.96 x 13 x 2 x 24.96. So a large total of 66.56 damage with the feat (10th level fighter) With its penalty of -5, Ted now has a hit bonus of +5, meaning he needs a 10 to hit AC 15 (55% chance), and with an advantage (79.75%). Makes 2d6 +16 (23) per hit. So in two
rounds it makes 0.55 x 23 x 4 x 50.6, and in the final round 0.7975 x 23 x 2 x 36.685. Therefore, a total of 87,285 damage. Okay now I'm starting to see what people are complaining about. That's pretty big profits in just three rounds. This feat will definitely start unbalance the game at higher levels, especially if it is being paired with other abilities like the
barbarian reckless attack function to gain advantage more often. Overall I like the concept... take a chance and get a reward... I probably wouldn't go far to say that the feat is broken, but with the low CA monsters of the 5th edition and its often employed advantage mechanic, the risk/reward dynamic doesn't feel quite right, and comes as mastered. Hipster Fix
The first part of the feat works great in my experience, and it's especially fun when cleaning low-level loafers in a fight. I'm happy to leave that well alone. As for the second part, here are my suggestions... Option 1 The easiest way to solve the problematic part of this feat would be to maintain the same risk, but reduce the reward. Overall, the floor 10 extra
damage does not suit me. It's too boring, and too guaranteed, and doesn't climb on a critic (annoying from a player's perspective!). So I would simply replace the +10, for 2d6 additional damage, which is a) more fun and b) a little less powerful, that is. more balanced. When you keep in mind that most characters using the GrandMaster of Arms feat will also
have selected the Major Weapons Fighting Style that allows you to re-roll 1s and 2s, then the average damage is actually 8.33 (not 7), so only slightly weakened at 10. Especially as between 5 and 10% of the time (i.e. when you get critical hits) you'll be doing 16.67, which will make the average up to a little more. Option 2 Another way to approach a solution,
i.e. you can only land these killer hits +10 when you have advantage in the attack roll. Only when you've sneaked into your opponent unseen, or they're rolling down prone to the ground, do you have time to put all your strength into the blow and have any hope of hitting. This means you can't use it as often, but when you do, it tends to pay big. Option 3 A
third idea I had would be to just say... every time you have an advantage in a melee with a heavy heavy weapon deal 1d6 extra damage. There's no penalty for hitting. Simple and situational, this is saved in any math and also indecision that sometimes accompanies this feat (will I take the penalty or not? Erm, err.) you can eat valuable playtime. Option 4 I
just thought of a fourth option. You could make dealing the extra damage dependent on a use of a bonus action as well. This seems to have some logic... Such a powerful blow could take a little longer to work up, as you adjust your posture and end for death. This is perhaps the best way to keep GWM on the table as written, but preventing it from getting out
of control, as it would limit its use to once per turn. This same solution works well to limit the burst damage of the divine mixture. Hmmm, however, screws with the first part of the feat, so you get to make a free melee attack as a bonus action, if you kill/criticize a creature. However, it could give an additional attack as a free action on those occasions. Option 5
A simple fix you would like has reached the comments section. Here you go! How did you put yourself with the feat of the Grand Master of Arms on your table? Have you been given a solution that works for you? Please comment below, and feel free to pull me up on my tired, probably incorrect math, obvious things I forgot to keep in mind and anything else.
Keep him polite, as you normally do. By the way, did you check these 5e magic weapons I bought at home? They are free for use in your game. Related related
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